Photoluminescence and Raman spectroscopies as an optical approach of stress determining in MOVPE grown quantum cascade laser structures
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In the presented work, an optical approach of stress determining in metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) grown quantum cascade laser (QCL) structures was reported. In the case of such sophisticated structures containing hundreds of thin layers, it is important to minimize the stress generated in the QCL core. Techniques enabling determination of stress in such thin layers as those described in the article are photoluminescence and Raman spectrosocopies. Based on Raman shift or changes in photoluminescence signal, it is possible to analyze stress occurring in the structure.
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1. Introduction

Quantum cascade laser (QCL) is a unipolar device based on intersubband transitions [1]. Due to the possibility of emitting wavelengths in the THz range, InGaAs/AlInAs heterostructures lattice-matched to InP substrate are most commonly used [2]. Core of QCL contains hundreds or even thousands repetitions of quantum wells and barriers with a thickness on the order of half to ten nanometers [3]. Such a sophisticated structure requires technology with a resolution of the nanometers or even few angstroms order. One of the epitaxial growth methods that provide such resolution is metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) [4]. This is a chemical epitaxial technique, which means that it is very challenging to control all chemical reactions occurring during the growth process [5]. One of the critical technological parameters is temperature, which affects the kinetics of growth. Generally in MOVPE technology, the growth temperature is in
the range of 650–680°C [2, 6]. It is important to determine the influence of growth temperature on the quality of QCL structures. Photoluminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopies allow to analyse the interfaces quality and occurring stress in QCL core in a non-destructive and quick way. Raman shift or changes in a photoluminescence signal testify of the character of the structure deviating from the project assumptions.

The paper presents the possibility of using PL and Raman spectroscopies to analyze interfaces and stress in such sophisticated structures as QCL core based on In_{0.53}Ga_{0.47}As/Al_{0.48}In_{0.52}As superlattices.

2. Experiment details

Epitaxial growth was realised using LP-MOVPE AIXTRON 3×2” FT system at pressure lowered to 100 mbar. As sources of group-V elements were used the 100% concentrated AsH₃ and PH₃, while TMGa, TMAI and TMIn were group-III precursors. Pure hydrogen was used as a carrier gas. First step was to grow at 645°C of four structures contained in the core of the quantum cascade laser capped by 100 nm InP. One of them was left as a reference (P199), then other samples were reloaded and 1.5 µm InP top claddings were deposited on each of them at different temperatures 600, 645 and 680°C (samples P202, P201 and P203, respectively). Scheme of the deposited samples is presented in Fig. 1.
Raman spectra were measured at room temperature under ambient conditions by a micro-Raman spectrometer (Renishaw inVia Raman Microscope) in a backscattering configuration with excitation provided by 532 nm line of a diode-pumped solid state laser. The diameter of an excitation spot was equal to 1.5 μm. The system was equipped with a single-pass spectrometer with a grating of 1800 grooves/mm and a Peltier-cooled CCD array. The optical power was kept on the level of 25 mW. Raman maps were measured by the cross-section with the lateral spatial resolution of (0.5 ± 0.1) μm.

PL spectra were measured at low temperature (90 K) using AlGaAs/GaAs laser excitation of 641 nm (continuous wave CW, optical power 1–5 mW). As a detector, the StellarNet DW ARF-STAR NIR-100 spectrometer was employed (InGaAs photodiode, 600 g/mm, integration time 100 ms, 0.5 nm resolution).

3. Results and discussion

Characteristic phonon lines of semiconductor crystals, related to optical longitudinal (LO) and transverse (TO) phonons are observed in the Raman spectrum. Signals in the Raman spectra coming from the compounds discussed in the article should be observed in the

![Fig. 2. Raman spectra of sample P199 – without cladding grown at 645°C (a) and three with cladding grown at 645°C – P201 (b), 600°C – P202 (c), 680°C – P203 (d), measured by the cross-section with a 0.5 μm step.](image-url)
range of 200–300 cm$^{-1}$ for In$_{0.53}$Ga$_{0.47}$As, 200–370 cm$^{-1}$ for Al$_{0.48}$In$_{0.52}$As [7] and 300–350 cm$^{-1}$ for InP [8]. Raman spectra of four samples measured by the cross-section are shown in Fig. 2.

Based on measured Raman spectra, signals from individual layers, i.e. cladding InP and QCL core were derived. In the case of the P199 sample, a slight input of the signal from InP in the QCL core range is observed, due to the fact that this sample did not have 1.5 cladding, but only a 100 nm cap (Fig. 2a). In the Raman spectra of the other samples (P201–P203), characteristic signals from the InP cladding and QCL core layers are observed. The position of phonon lines in the samples in relation to the reference sample (P199) was changed, which may indicate the occurrence of stress in the structure.

The Raman shift may be due to a crystal symmetry disorder, which can be associated with defects or changes in the composition of the layer. Based on Raman shift values of the phonon lines $\Delta \omega_{LO}$ and $\Delta \omega_{TO}$ in relation to the frequency $\omega_0$ corresponding to LO and TO phonon lines of the reference sample P199, the value of the stress $\sigma$ in the structure can be determined. Raman shift values $\Delta \omega_{LO}$ and $\Delta \omega_{TO}$ are described by the formulas [9, 10]:

$$
\Delta \omega_{LO} = 2 \Delta \Omega_H - \frac{2}{3} \Delta \Omega 
$$

$$
\Delta \omega_{TO} = 2 \Delta \Omega_H + \frac{1}{3} \Delta \Omega 
$$

where $\Delta \Omega_H$ is the shift due to the hydrostatic component of the applied stress and $\Delta \Omega$ is the shift due to uniaxial component of a stress tensor. Components $\Delta \Omega_H$ and $\Delta \Omega$ can be determined using the formulas [9, 10]:

$$
\Delta \Omega_H = -\gamma \omega_0 \sigma (S_{11} + 2S_{12}) 
$$

$$
\Delta \Omega = a_s \omega_0 \sigma (S_{11} - S_{12})
$$

where $\gamma$ is the Grüneisen parameter, $a_s$ is the shear deformation potential, $S_{11}, S_{12}$ are strain tensor components characteristic for materials, and their values are available in the literature [11–13]. Determining the Raman shift values of individual $\Delta \omega_{LO}$ and $\Delta \omega_{TO}$ and substituting equations (3) and (4) to formulas (1) and (2), the size of the measured stress $\sigma$ can be calculated. In the case of compressive stress $\sigma$ has a negative value, while for the tensile stress $\sigma$ becomes positive.

The spectra of the two samples P199 and P201, which grew at the same temperature 645°C, were compared (Fig. 3a). Based on the Raman shift of InAs and GaAs phonon lines, the effect of annealing QCL core was determined. In the case of sample P201, a significant increase in the intensity of TO phonons in relation to the intensity of LO was observed. Using the formulas (1)–(4), stress related to the influence of annealing QCL core was determined taking into account the phonon peaks clearly visible in the Raman spectrum. Based on the results contained in the table (Table 1), it can be con-
cluded that the annealing of QCL core causes tensile stress of the order of 600 MPa. Stress values were repeatable, which means that the peaks were correctly defined.

In the next step, Raman spectra of all samples were compared to observe the influence of annealing temperature on the QCL core (Fig. 3b). The P199 sample deposited at 645°C without cladding was selected as a reference, which allows determining the relative stress caused by different annealing temperature. A significant influence of annealing temperature not only on the value of the Raman shift, but also on its direction was noticed. In the case of the P202 sample, a slight Raman shift is observed towards the larger values, while the peak positions in the P203 sample coincide with the reference. Positive values of Raman shifts testify to the compressive nature of stress. This effect is inverse to the effect observed in the sample P201, which proves that the annealing temperature has a critical influence on stress in QCL core. In the case of samples P202 and P203, a de-
crease in the intensity of TO phonons in relation to the quantity of LO was observed. Raman shifts determined on the basis of the graph (Fig. 3b) and calculated stress for samples P201, P202 and P203 are collected in the table (Table 2).

The smallest value of stress was calculated for the sample which was annealed at 680°C, but the highest value for the sample which annealed temperature was the same as QCL grow temperature (Fig. 4). On the basis of the graph analysis, no linear relationship between stress and annealing temperature was found.

**Table 2.** Raman shift of TO InAs phonon line and stress of samples P201–P203 calculated in comparison to P199.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Δω [cm⁻¹]</th>
<th>σ [MPa]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P201 – 645°C</td>
<td>−4.2</td>
<td>637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P202 – 600°C</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>−295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P203 – 680°C</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>−16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Dependence between stress and annealing temperature.

Fig. 5. Photoluminescence spectra of samples P199–P203 at 90 K with 5 mW power excitation.
For a more accurate optical analysis of the QCL structure, photoluminescence spectra at lower temperature 90 K were also measured. The signal intensity value was normalized to compare the shape and broadening (full width at half maximum – FWHM) of the recorded spectra. The results of measurements and the determined optical transitions are presented on the graph (Fig. 5).

Based on the presented PL spectra results, no shift in the maximum emission position associated with the QCL core annealing process was found. However, a change in shape and widening of the PL spectrum for all samples with cladding P201–P203 was observed. For the sample annealed at the same temperature as the core growth 645°C, the largest increase of FWHM, as well as a higher influence of additional optical transitions were observed. For samples annealed at extreme temperatures P202 (600°C) and P203 (680°C), an increase of FWHM of 10 nm was also observed, but not as much as in the case of the sample P201. A decrease in luminescence intensity from E1-lh1 transitions was also observed. Increasing the width of FWHM may be caused by the interface roughness fluctuations and compositional disorder [14, 15].

In order to compare the experiment with the theory, optical interband transitions in In$_{0.53}$Ga$_{0.47}$As/Al$_{0.48}$In$_{0.52}$As QCL core were calculated (Fig. 6). Energies of optical transitions, electron $E_e$ and holes $E_{hh}, E_{lh}$ levels and wave functions are determined by a single-band Schrödinger effective-mass approximation by using nextnanomat software. Comparing the energy values of optical transitions obtained from PL spectra to the values determined in the simulation, a slight shift towards lower energies was found – 10 meV for $E_{e1-lh1}$ and 7 meV for $E_{e1-hh1}$. This spectrum shift may indicate graded interfaces [16] or a slight change in the thickness or composition of the designed layers (Fig. 1).

For a more detailed analysis, the effect of excitation power on the PL spectrum was also examined (Fig. 7). PL spectra were measured at different excitation powers in the range of 1–5 mW at 90 K and the acquisition time was 35 ms. For better comparative analysis, PL spectra of all samples were normalized.

![Fig. 6. Simulation of interband optical transition in In$_{0.53}$Ga$_{0.47}$As/Al$_{0.48}$In$_{0.52}$As QCL core at 90 K.](image-url)
Based on the PL measurements, the increasing of the excitation power in the case of the samples with the cladding layer (P201–P203), a significant contribution in luminescence coming from the $E_{el-lh1}$ transitions was obtained. In addition, significant spectrum widening compared to the reference sample (P199) was observed. For all samples, an increase in PL intensity with an increase in excitation power was observed.

Fig. 7. Photoluminescence spectra of samples: P199 (a), P201 (b), P202 (c) and P203 (d) measured at 90 K with different power excitation in a range of 1–5 mW.

Fig. 8. Dependence of the PL intensity on the excitation power at 90 K.
Based on the graph (Fig.8), it was found that only the sample P202 shows a clear linear relationship between intensity and stimulation power. However, for all samples with the cladding layer (P201–P203), the linear correlation coefficient of dependence of intensity on the excitation power is improved.

4. Conclusions

On the basis of the presented results, the possibility of Raman and PL spectroscopies for stress and interface analysis structures as complex as QCL core was shown. In the case of such sophisticated structures as QCL, in which the core is covered by a thick layer of InP, Raman spectroscopy is not widely used mainly due to following technical difficulties. In order to probe the signal from superlattice, the measurement has to be performed in cross-section geometry, i.e. from the facet, not the surface. This measurement configuration reduces the signal intensity, which makes the analysis more complicated. Therefore, it is difficult to find a reference in literature, discussing structure of the whole device, and not only the superlattice [17, 18]. The influence of annealing temperature on QCL core measured by means of photoluminescence and Raman spectroscopies was described. The presented correlation based on Raman spectroscopy analysis between stress and temperature is non-monotonic and non-linear. Similar results were obtained by another scientific group investigating QCL structures, where a non-monotonic relationship between the wavelength emitted by QCL and the annealing temperature was also observed [19]. In comparison to the sample without cladding (P199), the smallest stress value was observed for the sample which annealing temperature was 680°C. The highest stress value was observed for the sample which cladding was grown at the same temperature (P201) as the reference sample 645°C. In the temperature range of 600–680°C, significant changes in the nature of stress were noticed.

Based on the analysis of the measured PL spectra and theoretical simulations, the position of maximum signal emission was shifted towards smaller energies. This may be due to a deviation from the theoretical assumptions about the composition or thickness of individual layers, or a deterioration in the quality of interfaces. No shift in the PL spectrum of the annealed samples relative to the reference sample was found. The FWHM of the samples annealed at extreme temperatures (P202 – 600°C and P203 – 680°C) is similar (36–37 nm), however the relationship between luminescence intensity and excitation power is fully linear only for the sample annealed at the lowest temperature (P202).

Analysis of the obtained measurement results showed a correlation between the stress value and the characteristics of PL intensity measured as a function of excitation power. The high stress value may indicate high quality interfaces, which is confirmed by the linear dependence of excitation power and PL intensity. In the case of the P201 sample at higher excitation powers, a slight loss of linearity of the characteristics was observed, which may be caused by a different nature of stress than in the P202 sample. A small stress value (sample P203) may indicate reducing the sharpness of the interfaces and
structure relaxation, which is also manifested in the analysis of PL measurements (Fig. 8). In our opinion, the results of the research presented here are promising, so we suggest that future experiments concern high resolution TEM imaging to increase the knowledge level about interfaces.
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